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Abstract: We develop a method for calculating bank output on loans that addresses the flaws of
the current System of National Account (SNA) approach. We build on Colangelo and Inklaar
(2012) and borrow from the literature on liquidity risk premium to determine some reference
rates that represent the pure credit risk premium and exclude the impact of liquidity risk from
these reference rates. Our method produces bank output estimates that are consistent with the
evolution of the economic activity and that remain always positive including in periods of
financial stress. In normal times, our results are similar to Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) and
confirm that the current SNA approach overestimates bank output.
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1. Introduction
Financial services comprise financial intermediation, financial risk management, liquidity
transformation and auxiliary financial activities. These activities create wealth and are generally
directly compensated through commissions and fees. However, part of those services is not
directly charged to bank customers. Instead, bank remuneration implicitly comes from the
spread between interest rates receivable on financial assets and interest rates payable on
financial liabilities. This is why evaluating the banking system output proves very challenging.
The key issue is to determine the relevant reference rate to be used for calculating the bank
value added. In the usual method retained by the System of National Accounts (SNA), this
reference rate is defined as the average interest rate at which banks lend money each other and
is used to measure the cost of funds for all types of activities (loans and deposits). Consequently,
it does not grapple with the difference in maturity and risk between the various types of loans
and deposits made by banks. It means that compensations for term and risk premiums are treated
as productive services offered by banks. On the contrary, according to Wang (2003) and Wang,
Basu and Fernald (2009), the value added by banks should be the residual net interest income
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after subtracting the required term and risk premium on loans and deposits. Consequently,
neither the loanable funds per se, nor the risk premium should be counted as bank value added.
The remuneration related to risk-taking does not fall within the productive activities of banks
since risk is ultimately supported by providers of capital. This remuneration should be recorded
as an allocation of income account as the System of National Accounts (SNA) recommends for
any property income. Only the portion of interest income related to the monitoring and
controlling of borrowers should be recorded in the Financial Intermediation Services Implicitly
Measured (FISIM).
The last 2008 version of the SNA tempted to clarify these issues and a consensus emerged in
favor of excluding the credit default risk premium from the calculation of bank value added on
loans. In that respect, new methods were developed to remove risk premium from the
calculation of bank value added for the United States (Basu, Inklaar and Wang, 2011) and for
the euro area (Colangelo and Inklaar, 2012). These methods suggest using for each type of
loans, the interest rate of a market debt security with the same risk profile and maturity but with
no service attached. This removes the credit risk premium as well as any term premium from
the calculation of FISIM on loans. However, the relevance of these new approaches is still in
question for at least two reasons: (1) they may lead to negative FISIM on loans in period of
financial stress and (2) they generate high volatility in FISIM measurement.
In this paper, we try to solve these puzzles by disentangling the credit and the liquidity risk
contained in credit spread used to measure FISIM on loans. The impact of illiquidity on the
price of bonds and on credit spread is well documented. For instance, using several alternative
liquidity measures proposed in the literature, Friewald, Jankowitsch and Subrahmanyam (2012)
find that liquidity proxies account for about 14% of the explained time-series variation of the
yield spread changes over time for individual bonds. They show also that the economic
significance of liquidity proxies increased by 50% during the subprime crisis compared to the
normal period. These results are confirmed by Bao, Pan and Wang (2011) that underline that in
times of financial stress, liquidity effects are the dominant driver of credit spread and take over
the credit risk component. According to us, these liquidity effects on the value of credit spread
do not reflect the fundamental level of credit risk. They are due to financial market
microstructure or to portfolio reallocation during period of stress. Consequently, it seems to be
necessary to take into account the share of illiquidity in the credit spread uses to compute FISIM
on loans in order to only remove the "pure" credit risk premium from the financial production
of bank.
Therefore, we propose a comprehensive measure of "pure" credit risk premium based on
parametric estimations, in line with the previous study of Tang and Yan (2010). We model the
variation of the credit spread on several macroeconomic and financial factors that are identified
as credit risk drivers in the empirical and theoretical literature. It allows us to extract the
evolution of the "illiquidity" premium which is calculated as the difference between the
evolution of the observed spread yield and the evolution of the estimated credit risk premium.
Finally, we use the estimated value of each variation of spreads to compute fitted spreads
needed for the computation of FISIM on loans.
We thus apply this new method to the case of the euro area in the spirit of Colangelo and Inklaar
(2012) focusing exclusively on FISIM on loans. For each institutional sector and each type of
loan, we identify two reference rates that respectively account for the corresponding risk profile
and the maturity. We first reproduce the Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) method and expand the
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period under consideration to include the 2010-2013 European sovereign debt crisis period
when liquidity dried up dramatically on bonds market. This method generates very
heterogeneous annual results including some negative banking outputs on loans during episodes
of financial stress. Then, we modify the Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) approach and separate
pure credit risk from liquidity risk. We find that our approach produces coherent and stable
results even during periods of financial stress. It eliminates the occurrence of negative outputs
and generate reliable output estimates, including times of volatile movements in reference rates
and when liquidity markets dysfunction. This is the main contribution of our work. It provides
a method which delivers consistent results for calculating the value of financial services
production on loans. However, it does not address the issue of negative outputs on deposits (see
Groslambert, Chiappini, Bruno, 2015 for a comprehensive study on that point).
The organization of this article is as follows: section 2 presents the analytical framework for
the measurement of banking output and section 3 describes our database and methodology.
Section 4 presents our main results, and section 5 concludes.

2. Computing FISIM: the "old" and the "new" methods
2.1. The debate about credit risk in FISIM calculation
Debates about how estimating the level of bank production has existed as early as 1952 when
the very first standardized system of national accounts was implemented (OECD, 1998). The
1968 SNA and then the 1993 SNA tried to improve the method but have been inconclusive.2
First, as noted in the 2008 System of National Accounting (UN, 2008), “the way in which
financial institutions charge for the services they provide is not always as evident as the way in
which charges are made for most goods and services.” Banks do not explicitly charge for some
of their services. Instead, a significant part of their outcome is implicitly derived from the
interest rate margin between deposits and loans. The second challenge is to disentangle the part
of the spread that is due to the cost of funds and the one that corresponds to the services offered
by the bank.
Circumventing these difficulties for computing the amount of FISIM, the System of National
Accounts (SNA) 1993, 2008 and the European System of Accounts (ESA) 1995, 2010, suggests
using an arbitrary reference rate, such as the interbank rate. Under this rule of thumb, one can
calculate FISIM on deposits Y d and FISIM on loansY l . FISIM on deposits come from the
difference between the reference rate r f and the rate actually paid to depositors r d times the
amount of deposits. FISIM on loans are given by the difference between the rate paid to banks
by borrowers r l and the reference rate r f times the amounts of loans. We obtain
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See OECD (1998) and Vanoli (2005) for a history of the calculation of the banking industry.
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Adding explicitly charged services to the FISIM and deducting intermediate consumption gives
the value added of the banking industry.
FISIM + Explicitly charged services – Intermediate consumption = Value added
This method has been adopted since 1993. However, the 2008 financial crisis caused great
volatility in the FISIM output and has raised a series of questions about its relevance and
reliability. Results generated during this period have been found implausible (Davies, 2010). In
some occasions, negative FISIM occurred, whereas in other cases, FISIM output grew at
surprisingly high rate. The reason is that, paradoxically in times of rising risk, when banks
increase their rates to cover against possible default, the current method automatically generates
additional output for banks. That’s why, in the wake of the 2008 crisis, the widening of interest
rate spreads has mechanically inflated the FISIM, increasing significantly the contribution of
the banking sector to GDP (Mink, 2008). Referring to the Japanese economic situation, Sakuma
(2013) has made the same observation, especially during the years 2002-2004.3 In order to
address these questions, two working groups were created in 2010.4 Their final report was
published in May 2013 (ISWGNA, 2013). However, they have not been able to reach a
consensus on a method for calculating FISIM (Ahmad, 2013).
Mink (2010), Diewert et al. (2012) or Zieschang (2013) review the different approaches. The
main issue opposing researchers is whether the remuneration related to the management of
liquidity risk (for deposit) and the compensation related to the risk of default (for loans) must
be recorded in the production account. As Schreyer (2009) or Zieschang (2013) explains, the
key question is who bears the risk and consequently how should the financial risk management
activities be dealt with. Answering this question determines the choice of the reference rate
used for calculating the FISIM.
Some authors such as Ruggles (1983), argue that banks’ role is to directly provide finance to
borrowers as opposed to those who consider banks as providers of financial services. For these
researchers, banks bear the risk themselves and their output should include the compensation
for taking that risk. Their margin must include a risk premium and therefore the reference rate
should be a risk-free rate as explained in Fixler et al. (2010). For them, the reference rate
represents the opportunity cost of deposits, which is the return that the bank would get if it was
invested in assets liquid and stable enough for allowing fund withdrawal at any time.
Meanwhile, the reference rate also represents the opportunity cost of the bank’s loans. It is the
return that the bank foregoes by lending to its customers rather than investing into liquid assets
with no credit risk. This approach corresponds to the existing System of National Accounts
(SNA 1993, ESA 1995, SNA 2008, ESA 2010). It is currently implemented in the European
Union and in the United States, who respectively use an interbank rate and a government riskfree rate as reference rate. Alternative ways to compute the reference rate exist. The Australian
Bureau of Statistics uses a midpoint of weighted average borrowing and lending rates (Cullen,
2011). Others such as Diewert, Fixler and Zieschang (2012), or Zieschang (2013) suggest taking
the cost of funds or the cost raising financial capital as reference rate. All these methods have a
3
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common characteristic: they rely on a single reference rate which means that they incorporate
a certain amount of term and risk premium in the calculation of the FISIM.
Another stream of research made of Wang (2003), Wang, Basu and Fernald (2009), Basu,
Inklaar and Wang (2011), Wang and Basu (2011), Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) and Inklaar
and Wang (2013) considers that the output of banks does not depend on the amount of risk they
take. Those researchers, called the Wang camp by Diewert (2014), think that the compensation
for taking risk must be removed from the calculation of bank production. For these authors, as
for Schreyer and Stauffer (2011), banks are simply producers of financial services, whose role
and purpose is to reduce information asymmetry between investors and borrowers through
controlling and monitoring. For Wang (2003), the remuneration related to risk-taking does not
fall within the productive activities of banks since risk is ultimately supported by providers of
capital. This remuneration should be recorded as an allocation of income account as the system
of national accounting recommends for any property income. Only the portion of interest
income related to the monitoring and controlling of borrowers should be recorded in the FISIM.
To illustrate this point and highlight the shortcomings of the current method, Wang et al. (2009)
propose to consider the hypothetical case of a "bank that does nothing". This bank has the only
function to serve as a pipeline between savers and borrowers, without performing any
controlling or monitoring. This bank would finance on short-term market and would simply
record loans in its balance sheet. It would strictly do nothing, providing no service and not
creating any wealth. If the economic cycle is favorable, such a bank could generate substantial
profits by pocketing the term premium and the credit risk premium. Under the current system
of national accounting, this bank would also generate some value added, even though it has no
activity at all.
For Wang (2003), credit risk is not borne by banks but rather by the providers of capital. The
activity of financial intermediaries only consists in delivering financial services. Consequently,
their value added must not comprise any risk premium. Reference rates must be based on the
cost of funds and exclude those premiums. Therefore, when calculating FISIM generated by
lending activities, Basu, Fernald, Inklaar and Wang (BFIW)5 suggest using for each type of
loan, the interest rate r m of a market debt security with the same risk profile and maturity but
with no service attached. This removes the credit risk premium as well as any term premium
from the calculation of FISIM on loans.
The Inter-Secretariat Working Group on National Accounts (ISWGNA, 2013) has addressed
these issues, and investigated whether risk compensation for maturity and credit default risk
should be included in the calculation of the value of banks. Although the group could not reach
a consensus, a majority considered that the activity related to the maturity transformation should
remain in FISIM and therefore be included in the value added. Conversely, for the credit default
risk, a majority estimated that its remuneration should be excluded from the calculation of
FISIM. This could be done by using different reference rates which risk profiles would match
those of the various types of banking loans, effectively removing the risk premium. This is the
route followed by BFIW.
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2.2. Credit risk and liquidity premium
The method proposed by BFIW to extract credit risk premium from bank value added is fairly
simple and can be compared to the current method used by the SNA. Let's define the following
variables:

Y L : the nominal output of financial services implicitly measured to borrowers.
r L : the average interest rate received on loans.
r F : the single reference rate based on interbank rates.
riL : the interest rate received on loans of type i.
riM : the reference rate using rate of return on market securities with the same systematic risk

The current SNA method uses a single reference rate r F for calculating the implicit margin
charged on borrowers — loans

rL

r F . The reference rate r F is the same for all types of

loans and consequently includes maturity and risk premiums in the estimation of the financial
services output. The alternative BFIW method uses instrument-specific reference rates riM for
each type of loan to account for their credit risk and maturity. This way of calculating the margin
excludes the maturity and risk premiums from the calculation.
Fig. 1. Comparison between the current SNA method and the BFIW method for estimating
financial services output. Both methods are based on loan balances times some interest rate
spreads. The difference between these methods comes from the use of different interest rate
spreads: r L

r F for the SNA method versus riL

rF

riM for the BFIW method.

rF

The major challenge using the BFIW method lies in the choice of the specific reference rates
riM that account for credit risk premium. In their paper, Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) retained
bond indices with different maturity compiled by Merrill Lynch. Credit risk premium is
measured by the spread between the yield of the risky bond indices of each maturity and the
6

government bond yield of the same maturity. However, it is well recognized in the literature
that, in addition to credit risk, liquidity is one of the key determinants of the evolution of credit
spreads (Bao, Pan et Wang, 2011, Friewald, Jankowitsch and Subrahmanyam, 2012). The
problem is to quantify their relative effects and, particularly, how much they changed during
period of financial crisis. As both illiquidity and credit risk intensified at the same time during
crisis, it is not clear which factor is the dominating force in driving up bond spreads.
Nevertheless, a shrewd appraisal of the share of illiquidity in the credit spread uses to compute
FISIM on loans is necessary. From a theoretical point of view, the Wang and al. (2009) theory
implies that only the systematic part of the risk be removed from the FISIM calculation, and
not the illiquidity part resulting from the dysfunctioning of financial markets.
Two main path are followed by the literature to deal with the liquidity part contained in bonds
credit spreads. The first one tries to identify the level of "market illiquidity" contains in credit
spreads. This method is based on the elaboration of specific liquidity measures such as Amihud
(2002) or Roll (1984) measures, and requires to know the daily prices of bonds. This is the way
chosen by (Bao, Pan and Wang, 2011, Friewald, Jankowitsch and Subrahmanyam, 2012 or
Ericsson and Renault, 2006). The second method is founded on the extraction of the "pure"
credit risk premium contained in credit spread. It requires to identify some macroeconomic and
financial factors that are the main drivers of credit risk. This is the approach adopted by Tang
and Yan (2010).
Both methods lead to convergent outcome relative to the importance of illiquidity in the
variation of credit spread. Bao, Pan and Wang (2001) find that in aggregate, changes in marketlevel illiquidity explain a substantial part of the time variation in yield spreads of high-rated
(AAA through A) bonds, overshadowing the credit risk component. In the cross-section, the
bond-level, they found that illiquidity measure explains individual bond yield spreads with large
economic significance. This result is in accordance with Friewald, Jankowitsch and
Subrahmanyam (2012) who find that liquidity proxies account for about 14% of the explained
time-series variation of the yield spread changes over time for individual bonds. The
explanatory share of illiquidity is even more important during period of financial stress. For
instance, Ericsson and Renault (2006) stress that, as default becomes more likely, the
components of bond yield spreads attributable to illiquidity increase.
These finding support the idea that a correct evaluation of the FISIM on loan must be based on
the use of a "pure" credit spread free of liquidity component. This is what we proposed in the
third part of the paper.

3. Data and methodology
This section presents the data used for computing FISIM on loans and the methodology retained
to extract the pure risk premium from credit spread.

3.1. Data description
In order to ensure consistency and continuity with the empirical studies initiated by Colangelo
and Inklaar (2012), we use mainly the ECB Statistical Data Warehouse for series on loans.
7

Interest rates on market debt security come from the ECB database, Bloomberg, Markit Iboxx,
and Merrill Lynch Bank of America.
For each type of loan, we must first define the quantity and the price of the financial
intermediation services. The quantity of financial intermediation generated by banks during the
period depends on the nature of the financial services provided. Some services, such as
screening, are performed only once at the initiation of the deal; other services occur regularly
until termination of the contract. This suggests using the outstanding amounts of loans and
deposits rather than the amounts of new business as a measure of quantity.
The price is represented by the spreads between some reference rates and the actual interest
rates on loans. For each type of loan, a corresponding reference rate is selected from the same
systematic risk and maturity profiles. For the actual interest rate, it is necessary to choose
between “new business” rates and “outstanding amount” rates.6 Because the spread between
the reference rate and the actual interest rate applies to the stock of loans in the relevant
instrument category, outstanding amount rates can be used. The current methodology proposed
by the SNA uses this option. However, Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) recommend using new
business rates because they are more consistent for comparison with maturity-matched
reference rates and we follow this recommendation.7
Consequently, to implement FISIM calculation on loan, for each institutional sector, for each
type of loan, and for each maturity, it is necessary to obtain the following series: outstanding
amounts, new business amounts, outstanding amount rates, new business rates, and matched
reference rates. Using the ECB database enables us to categorize the following statistical series
(Table 1). In our analysis, we focus on the two most important institutional sectors—namely,
non-financial corporations (S11) and households and non-profit institutions serving households
(S14+S15). These represent approximately 80% of the total outstanding amounts and constitute
approximately 90% of the banking output in the euro area (Colangelo and Inklaar, 2012).
Finally, our dataset covers the period 2003-2015 in order to include the 2010-2013 European
sovereign debt crisis period when liquidity dried up dramatically on bonds market.
Table 1: Characteristics of loans.
Sector
Non-financial corporations
(S11)

Loans
Category
Loans

Loans for house purchases
Households and NPISH
(S14+S15)
Consumer credit

6

Maturity
Less than one year
Between one and five years
More than five years
Less than one year
Between one and five years
Between five and ten years
More than ten years
Less than one year
Between one and five years
More than five years
Less than one year

See the Manual on MFI (monetary flow index) interest rate statistics (ECB, 2003) for detailed definitions.
We alternatively tested outstanding amount and new business rate options and obtained similar results for both
approaches.
7
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Other loans

Between one and five years
More than five years

The method proposed by Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) consists in finding a new reference rate
that is adjusted for default risk premium and term premium. It requires to compute 1) the pure
risk premium part and 2) the term premium part. The term premium part is based on the risk
free rates determined by an error-correction model (ECM) pass-through equation. The pure risk
premium part is calculated as the spread between some matched market reference rates
corresponding to each financial product minus a risk free rate with the same duration.
Adjusted reference rate =
(matched credit risk market rate – risk free rate with the same duration) + ECM risk free rate
Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) use the Merril Lynch non-financial corporate bond index as
matched market rate for non-financial corporate bond index loans, and the Merril Lynch
covered bond index for household loans. However, the Merril Lynch indices are not split by
maturity. There is only one market rate for all non-financial corporate bonds and one market
rate for all household loans, no matter the maturity. In this paper, we take the Iboxx covered
bond indices. Our choice is motivated by the fact that contrary to the Merril Lynch indices, the
Iboxx indices are split by maturity. The maturity and the characteristic of each loan determine
the choice of the matched market reference rate to be used for calculating the credit spread with
the corresponding risk free rate. The risk free rate is given by the Euro government bond that
has the same duration as the matched market reference rate8. Table 2 details the construction of
the adjusted reference rates by product and maturity. Regarding the ECM risk free rates, we
simply take the same rates as determined by Colangelo and Inklaar (2012).

Table 2: Construction of credit risk and term premium adjusted reference rates.
Less than one year
Between one and five years
More than five years
Less than one year
Between one and five years
Between five and ten years
More than ten years
Less than one year
Between one and five years
More than five years
Less than one year
Between one and five years

Non-financial corporation loans
(Iboxx cov. 1-3y – gvt bond 2y) + euribor 3m
(Iboxx cov. 1-5y – gvt bond 3y) + gvt bond 3y
(Iboxx cov. 5-10y – gvt bond 6y) + gvt bond 5y
Household housing loans
(Iboxx cov. 1-3y – gvt bond 2y) + euribor 12m
(Iboxx cov. 1-5y – gvt bond 3y) + gvt bond 1y
(Iboxx cov. 5-10y – gvt bond 6y) + gvt bond 5y
(Iboxx cov. 10y+ – gvt bond 10y) + gvt bond 10y
Household consumer credit
(Iboxx cov. 1-3y – gvt bond 2y) + euribor 6m
(Iboxx cov. 1-5y – gvt bond 3y) + gvt bond 5y
(Iboxx cov. 5y+ – gvt bond 8y) + gvt bond 10y
Household other credit
(Iboxx cov. 1-3y – gvt bond 2y) + eonia
(Iboxx cov. 1-5y – gvt bond 3y) + gvt bond 5y
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(Iboxx cov. 5y+ – gvt bond 8y) + gvt bond 15y

More than five years

3.2. Measuring “pure” risk premium
We introduce a novel econometric approach in order to deal with the problem of liquidity
premium when measuring FISIM on loans. The idea is to distinguish factors linked to credit
from those linked to liquidity risk and, therefore, estimate the “pure” credit risk premium. To
this end, following Tang and Yan (2010), we model the variation of the credit spread on several
macroeconomic and financial factor that are identified as credit risk drivers in the empirical and
theoretical literature. We consider first the economic growth rate since default probability and
credit spread should decrease with economic growth. We also takes into account the volatility
of the economic growth as Tang and Yan (2010) assess that the default probability and credit
spread increase with this volatility. The investment behavior is also important to assess credit
risk. The more risk adverse are the investors, the higher is the risk premium for holding risky
assets. As a consequence, we consider the economic sentiment of investors as a key determinant
of credit spread. Tang and Yan (2010) have shown that this variable is one of the main drivers
of spreads. Finally, we also consider the VIX as a proxy for overall equity market volatility
(Ericsson and Renault, 2006). Our model only consider variables explaining credit risk and we
assume that other variables influencing credit spreads are linked to liquidity risk. The model
takes the following form:
yt

1

ln VIXt

2

ln ESI t

3

ln IMPt

VolI t

4

t

(1)

With yt the variation of the credit spread,VIX , the VIX on Eurostoxx 50, ESI , the economic
sentiment index on the Eurozone developed by the European Commission, IMP , the index of
the manufacturing production in the Eurozone which proxy for GDP, VolI , the estimated
volatility of the manufacturing index of the Eurozone and t the error term. The volatility of
the manufacturing production index, which proxies for volatility of the economic growth of the
Eurozone is estimated following Mc Connell and Perez-Quiros (2000) and Stock and Watson
(2002) method which relies on the estimation of an AR(1) model as follows:
t

Where

t

t 1

ut

(2)

is the monthly growth rate of the manufacturing production index and

evaluates

the persistence of the growth rate of the manufacturing production index. As suggested by Tang
and Yan (2010) following Mc Connell and Perez-Quiros (2000)

/ 2 ut is an unbiased

estimate of the true volatility. As a consequence, following Tang and Yan (2010), we use ut
to proxy for growth volatility.
Eq. (1) has to be estimated for each category and maturity of spreads between the corresponding
Iboxx index and the reference risk free rate. In fact, for the computation of FISIM on loans, we
consider five different spreads depending on the maturity of the covered Iboxx index and risk
free rates. In a first step, we apply the augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test to assess the order
of integration of each interest rate retained in the analysis. For robustness checks, we
complement this test with the stationarity test called KPSS developed by Kwiatkowski et al.
(1992). Using both tests is important because the ADF test has low power if the process is
stationary, but with a root close to the non-stationary boundary, and tends to reject the non10

stationarity hypothesis too often. The KPSS complements the ADF test because contrary to the
latter, which assesses the null hypothesis of the unit root, it tests the null hypothesis of
stationarity. It is a very powerful test, but it cannot catch non-stationarity due to a volatility
shift. As expected, both tests clearly indicate that all variables are stationary. Therefore, the
OLS estimator can be used as it is not biased by the existence of unit root in variables. However,
as all different matched market reference rates (Iboxx indices) are highly related, we cannot
assume that error terms estimated for each spreads are not correlated. As a consequence, we
rely on the methodology developed by Zellner (1962) and perform Seemingly Unrelated
Regression Equations (SURE), which allows the error terms to be correlated across the
equations.
Finally, we use the estimated value of each variation of spreads to compute fitted spreads
needed for the computation of FISIM on loans as follows:

yˆt
Where

yˆ1
yˆt

yˆ1

y1

yˆt if t

1

1

yˆt is the estimated variation of the spread derived from Eq. (1), y1 is the actual value

of the spread in January 2003 and yˆt is the constructed spread. This fitted spreads reflects only
the pure credit risk as the liquidity risk is captured in the error-term of Eq. (1).
We also apply this methodology for all the reference rates needed for the calculation of FISIM
and obtain reference risk free rates “cleaned” from liquidity risk by the estimation of the
following equation:

rt

1

ln(VIXt )

2

ln(ESI t )

3

ln(IMPt )

VolI t

4

t

(3)

Where r is the variation of the reference rate. As with Eq. (1), we estimate Eq. (3) for each
of the reference risk free rates needed for the computation of FISIM on loans using the SURE
method after testing the stationarity of each variable using both ADF and KPSS tests. Then, we
use the estimated variation of the reference risk free rate to construct the estimated reference
risk free rate used in the computation of FISIM on loans as follows:

rˆt

Where

rˆ1
rˆt

r1

rˆ1
rˆt if t

1

1

rˆt is the estimated variation of the reference risk free rate derived from Eq. (3), r1 is

the actual value of the risk free rate in January 2003 and rˆt is the constructed spread for the
computation of FISIM on loans.
Relying on this methodology allows us to obtain credit spread and reference risk free rates
cleaned from the liquidity risk and therefore estimate the value of FISIM on loans.
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4. Results
4.1. Risk and liquidity premiums
Table 3 reports the estimation results of Eq. (1) for all the five spreads under scrutiny using the
SURE method.
Table 3 Spread specific results using SURE and OLS estimator
Ln (VIXt)
Ln (ESIt)
Ln (IMPt)
VolIt
Intercept
Obs.

(1)
0.131***
(0.046)
0.439**
(0.218)
0.202
(0.352)
2.692
(1.713)
-3.386***
(1.250)
155

(2)
0.122***
(0.045)
0.461**
(0.212)
0.099
(0.344)
2.654
(1.674)
-2.976**
(1.221)
155

(3)
0.076*
(0.043)
0.282
(0.207)
0.167
(0.333)
3.610**
(1.624)
-2.339**
(1.185)
155

(4)
0.078*
(0.044)
0.306
(0.210)
0.123
(0.338)
3.347**
(1.648)
-2.246*
(1.203)
155

(5)
0.106**
(0.049)
0.268
(0.236)
0.194
(0.381)
3.135*
(1.854)
-2.482*
(1.353)
155

Note: Column (1) considers the variation of the difference between the covered Iboxx one to three years and the two years
Euro government bond. Column (2) considers the variation of the difference between the covered Iboxx one to five years and
the three years Euro government bond. Column (3) considers the variation of the difference between the covered Iboxx five to
ten years and the six years Euro government bond. Column (4) considers the variation between the covered Iboxx five to more
than ten years and the eight years Euro government bond. Column (5) considers the variation of the difference between the
covered Iboxx more than ten years and the ten years Euro government bond.
*, **, ***, denote significance at the 10 %, 5 % and 1 % level, respectively

We observe first that estimated coefficients are extremely similar between all different spreads.
However, the determinants of the variation of the different spreads seem quite different. We
find that the only common factor explaining the variation of the different spreads is the VIX.
This factor is significant at the 10 % level and positive in all regressions; confirming the fact
that the implied volatility is a key factor determining the evolution of credit spreads (Ericsson
and Renault, 2006). We also find that the economic sentiment index for the Eurozone is highly
significant and positive for spreads with lower maturities. It confirms results from Tang and
Yan (2010) which emphasis that investor behavior is a leading factor for the evolution of credit
spreads. Finally, we also show that macroeconomic variables such as the volatility of the
manufacturing production in the Euro area drive the evolution of the spreads with longer
maturities. All these specific factors proxy for credit risk. We assume that the liquidity risk is
contained in the error term of each equation. As a consequence, we use the estimated variation
of each of the five spreads to compute the “pure” credit risk spreads for the calculation of FISIM
on loans.
We also apply the same methodology for each of the nine reference risk free rates used for
FISIM computation. Table 4 displays the estimation results of Eq. (3) for all the nine reference
risk free rates considered in this analysis using the SURE method. Our results highlight the fact
that the increasing implied volatility reflected by the VIX has a negative and significant impact
on the variation of Euribor rates and Euro government bonds with a maturity lower than 5 years.
Moreover, the economic sentiment index has a strong significant and positive impact on shorter
maturity bonds.
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We also find that the volatility of the growth of the manufacturing production in the Eurozone
is an important factor explaining the evolution of Euribor and government bonds rates.
However, our results also point out that for a maturity longer than 5 years, determinants of
credit risks do not seem to explain the variation of government bonds. Surprisingly, for these
bonds only the liquidity risk matters.
As for credit spreads, we use the estimated values of the variation of reference market rates to
construct all series of Euribor and government bond rates. This allows us to have rates cleaned
from liquidity risk.
In the Figures 2 and 3, we present the actual values of the spreads and the government bond
along with their respective estimated values. We can remark, on figure 2, that the estimated
spread is very close to the actual spread in “normal” periods. However, the actual spread is
higher in periods of financial stress as we can see during the 2007 financial crisis or the euro
area debt crisis of 2010-2011. This gap between estimated and actual spreads highlights the key
role of the liquidity risk in the rise of credit spread during financial crises. This strongly justifies
the extraction of the liquidity premium on prices used for the computation of FISIM on loans.
Figure 3 gives very similar results for the 2-year Euro government bond. We can see that the
actual rate is overestimated during financial stress periods when the bond market is affected by
problems of liquidity. Results are very similar for other maturities of Iboxx indices and
reference market rates.
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Table 4 Reference market rates specific results using SURE and OLS estimator

Ln (VIXt)
Ln (ESIt)
Ln (IMPt)
VolIt
Intercept

(1)
-0.116***
(0.030)
0.671***
(0.144)
-0.226
(0.232)
-3.340***
(1.129)
-1.658**
(0.824)

(2)
-0.100***
(0.032)
0.736***
(0.152)
0.012
(0.244)
-5.701***
(1.921)
-3.096***
(0.870)

(3)
-0.099***
(0.031)
0.719***
(0.148)
-0.027
(0.240)
-6.007***
(1.168)
-2.829***
(0.852)

(4)
-0.095***
(0.034)
0.743***
(0.163)
-0.121
(0.644)
-6.083***
(1.281)
-2.515***
(0.935)

(5)
-0.126***
(0.039)
0.553***
(0.188)
-0.574*
(0.304)
-4.586***
(1.480)
0.535
(1.080)

(6)
-0.093*
(0.047)
0.447**
(0.226)
-0.470
(0.366)
-3.949**
(1.781)
0.435
(1.300)

(7)
-0.054
(0.047)
0.183
(0.223)
-0.064
(0.361)
-2.985*
(1.757)
-0.371
(1.282)

(8)
-0.019
(0.045)
0.025
(0.216)
0.200
(0.349)
-2.014
(1.700)
-0.988
(1.241)

(9)
-0.021
(0.044)
-0.061
(0.213)
0.274
(0.344)
-1.362
(1.678)
-0.938
(1.225)

Note: Colum (1) considers the variation of the eonia. Column (2) considers the variation of the 3-month euribor. Column (3) considers the variation of the 6-month euribor.
Column (4) considers the variation of the 12-month euribor. Column (5) considers the variation of the 1-year Euro Government bond. Column (6) considers the variation of
the 2-year Euro government bond. Column (7) considers the variation of the 5-year Euro government bond. Column (8) considers the variation of the 10-year Euro government
bond. Column (9) considers the variation of the 15-year Euro government bond. *, **, ***, denote significance at the 10 %, 5 % and 1 % level, respectively.
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Figure 2: Actual and estimated spreads for the Iboxx covered 5 to 10 years and the 6-year Euro
government bond (%)
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Figure 3: Actual and estimated rates for the 2-year Euro government bond (%)
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4.2. FISIM on loans
In Figures 4 and 5, we present the computation of FISIM on loans using respectively the actual
method retained by the SNA, the methodology proposed by Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) which
takes into account "gross" credit risk premium (that incorporate liquidity premium) and our
method which allows to focus on the "pure" credit risk premium cleaned from problems related
to liquidity. Figure 4 displays quarterly results whereas Figure 5 which presents yearly FISIM.
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Figure 4: FISIM on loans by quarter
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Figure 5: FISIM on loans by year
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As expected, the current method leads to paradoxical results since FISIM on loans dramatically
increase during the financial crisis of 2008 and the Eurozone crisis of 2012 (in accordance with
the results of Sakuma (2013) for Japan). This rise is logically explained by the plummeting of
the reference rate used to compute the FISIM from 2008 due to very accommodating monetary
policy by the ECB.
FISIM computed using Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) methodology are lower than the ones
obtained by the current method and they do not increase during financial crisis of 2008.
However, the values of FISIM obtained using this method are extremely low from 2009 to 2012
and even negative in 2011, which raise issues of consistency of the method during period of
financial stress. Actually, it seems that the overestimation of credit spread and of the rate of
interest during period of financial stress lead to an underestimation of FISIM on loans. As
underlined by Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) : "This illustrates the unappealing choice for
statisticians in troubled financial times: one could either rely on government bond yields and
see a sharp widening of interest margins or use corporate bond yields and see a contracting
interest margin" (p. 151).
The ISWGNA (2013, p.20) has determined a list of criteria that should be met for producing
reasonable reference rates and sensible FISIM estimates. We compare the respective merits of
each method based on these criteria:




Strong connection to underlying economic conditions as measured by volatility,
No sustained periods of negative FISIM,
Sensible changes in FISIM near economic turning points,
17



Data is observable.

Regarding the first criteria, we measure the proportion of variation that is explained by the
underlying economic conditions by calculating the coefficient of determination (R²) between
the volume of outstanding loans and the FISIM on loans estimated by the three different
methods. R² are 0.20 for the current SNA method, 0.01 for the Colangelo and Inklaar (2012)
method and 0.72 for our liquidity risk corrected method. The latter is thus much more related
to the volatility of the underlying economic conditions than the first two methods. Figure 6
shows that the current SNA method or the Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) approach exhibit a
large volatility of FISIM during the whole period that is not in accordance with the evolution
of the volume of loans granted by financial institutions on the same period. On the contrary, the
FISIM on loans estimated with our method which is based on Colangelo and Inklaar (2012) but
corrected from the liquidity risk, follows closely the evolution of the outstanding amount of
loans over the period.
Figure 6: Volume of outstanding loans and estimates of FISIM on loans for the three different
methods
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On the second criteria, the current SNA method and our liquidity risk adjusted method do no
generate any quarterly negative FISIM over the period. The Colangelo and Inklaar (2012)
method exhibits six quarters of negative FISIM mostly in 2011 at the height of the euro crisis.
For the third criteria, we investigate the behavior of FISIM around economic turning point. We
compute the coefficient of correlation between the year-on-year variations of the annual GDP
with the year-on-year variations of the annual FISIM. Again, over the whole period, our method
gives the highest coefficient of correlation at 0.07 versus 0.01 for the Colangelo and Inklaar
(2012) method and -0.63 for the current SNA method. These results are illustrated on Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Changes in annual GDP versus changes in annual FISIM (variations year on year)
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Finally, the last criteria requires that data is observable. This is case for the three different
methods, by simply using the ECB statistics and some financial market data provided by
external sources such as Merril Lynch or Markit.

5. Conclusion
Following the recommendation of the group of experts on FISIM (ISWGNA) and in the spirit
of Colangelo and Inklaar (2012), we aim at developing a method for calculating banking output
that excludes the credit risk premium. Our approach differs from Colangelo and Inklaar (2012)
as it removes the liquidity risk premium that may greatly affect the evolution of interest rates
in times of financial crisis. The method we propose appears to answer some of the problems
raised by the two previous methods, namely the current SNA and the Colangelo and Inklaar
approach (2012). First, the FISIM we obtained are less volatile than the one obtained by the
two other methods. The value we compute are more in accordance with the evolution of the
volume of loans and with the changes in the economic cycle between 2003 and 2015. Second,
whilst taking into account the credit risk, our method do not lead to negative FISIM, even during
period of financial stress. This illustrates the fact that liquidity premium plays a major role in
the rise of credit spread during the subprime and the Euro area crisis, when the two methods
led to diverging results. Finally, we can note that our method and the one proposed by Colangelo
and Inklaar (2012) leads to highly similar results from 2003 to 2006 (before the subprime crisis)
and after 2014 (after the Euro area debt crisis). Like Colangelo and Inklaar (2012), we find in
average over the period a much lower production of FISIM. This confirms the finding that the
current SNA method overestimate the banking output.
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